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Have you heard that Critical Incident Stress Debriefing may be causing more harm than good 
to our staff?   
 
There are studies that state that the Critical Incident Stress Debriefing approach, labeled as 
the Mitchell Model, is not helping our staff after a critical incident, and that it is even harm-
ing their recovery!   
 
I rejected this notion at first because I was trained in the Mitchell Model in 1995 by my agen-
cy.  I went through this training because a few years earlier I was involved in a critical inci-
dent and was a recipient of this intervention.  Personally, I benefited from the intervention, 
so I thought everyone should have the opportunity to get this type of help.   
 
However, as I kept hearing that this approach may cause harm, I examined the research 
closely.  This examination revealed that there are a variety of studies which indicate that 
stress debriefing actions taken after critical incidents were either, at best, doing no good, or 
were even causing harm. 
 
Studies that Show that the Intervention Does Not Help or Harms Participants 
 

Deahl (2000) stated that the intervention may offer a sense of support, but may also delay 
diagnosis for people in need of additional treatment. He concluded that the use of psycho-
logical debriefing is harmful, and that the overenthusiasm about the intervention may mask 
real symptoms.   
 
Sijbrandij, Olff, Reitsma, Carlier, and Gersons (2006) were more critical of the method when 
they concluded that individuals who had significant PTSD symptoms prior to intervention, 
and who went through a debriefing, actually showed more PTSD symptoms at 6 weeks than 
those who did not go through a debriefing.  This study looked at a single session psychologi-
cal debriefing, not the Mitchell Model.   
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Van Emmerick, Kamphuis, Hulsbosch and Emmelkamp (2002) found that a single-session debriefing did not improve 
the natural recovery from trauma, and that, in fact, those who had no intervention actually showed higher improve-
ment rates than those who received it.   
 
Devilly, Gist and Cotton (2006) were more specific on the harm done by a debriefing.  They concluded that the de-
briefing process may re-traumatize individuals and provide details to the group that alter their perception of the 
event.  They also speculated that the “medicalization” of this model may encourage individuals to see themselves as 
ill, which may negatively affect natural reactions to trauma.  This research study also indicated concerns about timing.  
If a team follows the Mitchell recommendations of intervention between 24-72 hours after the incident, the process 
may actually interfere with the individual’s own coping strategies.  In other words, the intervention can get in the way 
of strategies that individuals may be able to employ on their own, and it may actually decrease their chances of recov-
ery.  
 
What the Research Measures 
 

When looking at the research on this topic, a primary concern revolves around labels and definitions.  What I found 
was that the research studies used different labels to identify critical incident debriefing, including group debriefings 
and psychological debriefings.   
 
A clear issue with the review of this literature is that the Mitchell Model is not what is being evaluated in every case.  
Instead, a mix of other types of interventions, which have been labeled critical incident response, have been the sub-
ject of research.  Some of this research even includes individual contact with staff after an incident (Ehlers and Clark 
2003), which is clearly not what the Mitchell Model entails.  Rose, Bisson, Churchill and Wessely  (2009) concluded 
that the use of individual debriefing is not recommended, but they did not make any recommendations regarding the 
use of a group debriefing. 

Another concern brought forward by Deahl, Martin, Srinivasan, Jones, Neblett, and Jolly (2001) questioned the meas-
urement of outcomes.  Most of the studies measured the reduction of PTSD symptoms, but these authors found that 
the method improved the individual’s coping process in other ways, for instance, in a reduction in the use of alcohol. 
 
Move Away from the Mitchell Model 

In more than one agency, critical incident teams have moved away from a formalized, structured, group debriefing in 
line with the Mitchell Model, to a process of contacting staff individually.  I witnessed this change in approach when a 
tragedy occurred in my agency.   
 
In response to this tragedy, executive staff decided that they needed to send someone to help the on-site staff deal 
with the incident.  The person who had been in charge of our team had retired, and there had been no effort to assign 
this leadership role to another person.  Consequently, I was contacted and ordered to get a group of people out to 
the affected facility immediately.  I was surprised, to say the least, that I was being directed to send a team out, even 
though the incident had just occurred. I tried to explain that according to our training, we should not respond until at 
least 24 hours after the incident.  I tried to explain that this training model was very specific on mandatory attend-
ance, group structure, confidentiality, and support by a mental health clinician.  None of this mattered.  I was directed 
to just “send staff out there” to help because “we had to do something.”   
 
After the “team” arrived at the facility, I began to get phone calls from the individuals who had been sent to do a de-
briefing.  They were at this outlying facility just wandering around talking to staff.  No one had approved their request 
for a debriefing, mandatory or otherwise, and no one at the facility would listen to them as they explained how this 
was supposed to work.  They were told to just go talk to people, on post, individually. And so that is what they did. 
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After that tragic event, an official leader was chosen for this team and the Mitchell Model was out, just that quickly.  
The team retained the title of critical incident response, but in essence it was really some type of a peer response 
team.  They would provide individual support, while staff remained at the facility, and often remained on post.  This 
seamless transition from a structured model to a wandering peer support resource was not questioned by anyone in 
the agency.  In fact, the new leader of the team often referred to the team as a “positive peer support group that as-
sists others in dealing with normal reactions to abnormal situations.”   

As I talked to corrections professionals in different agencies, I found that many agencies had moved away from a for-
mal debriefing process that followed the Mitchell Model to something else.  In many cases, this something else was 
very similar to the individual approaches that resembled a peer-support type team.   
 
Devilly, Gist, and Cotton (2006) examined options for organizational action after a traumatic event, and suggested 
that immediate support is appropriate, and it should be through relationships that are already in place.  This seems to 
suggest that a traditional peer support program, made up of people that staff knows and works with, is a better ap-
proach than bringing in strangers from other parts of the agency.    
 
Risk of Doing Nothing 
 

Devilly, Gist and Cotton (2006) went further in their statements by concluding that continued use of psychological de-
briefing  may increase risk to employees.  If providing a psychological debriefing increases risk to the employee, it fol-
lows that it will then increase liability to the agency.  However, there seems to be a need to “do something” to help 
employees who are hurting or feeling vulnerable.  Thus, the risk of doing nothing may seem to decision-makers to be 
more pressing than doing something that could cause harm.   
 
In Defense of Mitchell 
 

Everly, Mitchell and Flannery (2000) have clarified that the debriefing process was never intended to be the only in-
tervention offered to employees.  Additionally, Everly and Mitchell (2000) have identified substantive issues related to 
the Mitchell Model by suggesting that questions regarding who provides the crisis intervention and to whom, as well 
as what specific situations are appropriate for this method, must be answered.  
 
Other researchers have suggested different concerns or motives for the controversy regarding the use of the Mitchell 
model.  Kaplan, Iancu, and Bodner (2001) found that some mental health providers supported debriefings because it 
addresses a sense of helplessness they may feel. 
 
Dyregrove (1998) concluded that the debate over the method has been invented by the psychiatric professional elite 
who are merely protecting their turf.   

Steps Forward 
 

This review of the research does not provide a clear-cut plan 
for the responsible corrections leader.  In fact, it may actual-
ly lead to more questions than answers.   
 
So, what does the responsible leader do now?  If providing 
debriefings may actually harm employees, it must stop.  
However, the evidence is not that clear.  The fact that re-
searchers have evaluated several different types of interven-
tions, and labeled them all as debriefing is not helpful.  
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If the Mitchell approach is problematic, then research that reviews and evaluates outcomes after a debriefing must 
focus on debriefings that adhere to the Mitchell process.  Lumping psychological debriefings, individual contacts, and 
other types of group debriefings under one label is not an appropriate way in which to evaluate the model.   
 
If the Mitchell Model is chosen as the method to continue to offer staff support, then the model should be followed. 
Making alterations to the debriefing protocols based on staffing limitations or on what feels more comfortable is not 
recommended.  The model defines attendance protocols, confidentiality protocols, time frames for implementation, 
and training for facilitators.  These guidelines should not be ignored.   
 
What can be inferred by this research, however, is that individual contacts by people with whom the traumatized staff 
member has no existing relationship are not helpful.  A peer support approach, staffed by familiar people, may in fact 
be more helpful for staff who are processing a tragedy.  When using such an approach, staff members can reach out 
to this same peer support person later, if needed. 
 
Finally, what outcomes should be measured?  Corrections staff who are traumatized by an event or loss may have 
already been exposed to other events that have led to the existence or likelihood of PTSD symptoms.  Therefore, is 
the measurement of PTSD symptoms an appropriate measure?  Perhaps there is a different outcome that is more ap-
propriate when measuring the effectiveness of any type of intervention for traumatized staff.  Use of negative coping 
mechanisms, days absent from work, stress measurements, or even effects upon relationships may provide a better 
evaluation of the intervention.  
 
For now, there is no clear answer, so corrections leaders are left to determine the needs of their employees based 
upon their own judgement.  The tried and true mechanics of leadership must be relied upon: know your staff, be ac-
cessible to all levels of employees, and provide a wide spectrum of resources so that staff can access support when 
needed.   Hopefully, more clear and specific research will be able to confirm or refute the efficacy of the Mitchell 
Model, and provide a clear answer about what should be done after a critical incident.  
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We can be ridiculous.  We are a collective of emotionally numb, hyper-cynical, self-isolating, institutionalized individu-
als.  We minimize the seriousness of what we do, and project our insecurities and our fears onto our peers.  We com-
plain and we curse and we criticize and we refuse to admit that these walls, that this environment has anything to do 
with any of it. 
 
Not only do we NOT acknowledge the fact that working in a correctional facility can have a negative effect on us both 
physically and emotionally, we mock those of us that are suffering from the weight of working inside the walls.  We 
see our peers walking wounded through the halls and we do nothing.  We stand by and we watch as they self-
destruct, and our words of wisdom, our only offering, is that “Corrections isn’t for everyone.” 
 
Okay, let’s try this.  Let’s see if this seemingly infallible philosophy is applicable to other professions. 
 
Mrs. Smith is a second-year fourth grade educator at the local elementary school.  She loves teaching and working 
with the children, and watching the little light bulbs come on when they finally grasp those pesky common-core math-
ematical concepts.  She loves the interaction and laughter and singing and the innocence.  So, one day, we’ll call it a 
Tuesday, one of Mrs. Smith’s students, we’ll call him Johnny, shows up to class looking like he hasn’t slept in two days.  
His hair is greasy and dirty and his clothes are in disarray.  Upon closer inspection, Mrs. Smith notices that little Johnny 
has a large bruise on the left side of his neck and several large scratches on his arms.  When she questions him, little 
Johnny tells her that his Dad got upset with him for spilling his special Iced Tea. 
 
Mrs. Smith is mortified.  She runs to the Principal’s office and demands that something be done immediately.  The 
tenured Principal under-reacts, and tells Mrs. Smith to have a seat.  Mr. Principal explains to Mrs. Smith that through-
out her career as a teacher she will see many children like little Johnny, and that there isn’t much that they can do 
about it other than place a call to Child Protective Services.  He goes on to say that sometimes Dads drink, and some-
times those drunk dads will beat on their children, and that’s just the way it is. 
 
Mrs. Smith loses her mind.  She starts to cry as her emotions overtake her.  She explains that this is not what she 
signed up for, and that she became a teacher to help children learn, not to stand by and do the minimum as they get 
abused.  Mr. Principal says that he appreciates her passion, but wants her to understand that this stuff does happen 
and that if she can’t handle it maybe she should look into a different profession.  Mr. Principal smiles, shrugs his 
shoulders, and tells her that teaching isn’t for everyone. 
 
So, because Mrs. Smith struggles with the fact that one of her students is a victim of child abuse, we suggest that she 
seek employment elsewhere.  We ignore the fact that she is a normal person having a normal reaction to something 
she has never been exposed to, just like we ignore the fact that our fellow Correctional Officers are normal people (in 
the beginning of their career, that is) having a normal reaction to something they have never been exposed to.   
 
Look, we all know it takes a unique skillset to survive for a long period of time in our line of work.  It doesn’t matter 
what you thought you were prepared for.  All of that goes away when you hear that door slam shut behind you.   
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It doesn’t matter what you watched on A&E about addiction, or what your final grade was on the paper you wrote for 
your English Comp 2 class.  Nothing can truly prepare you for the first time an inmate threatens to have your family 
murdered while you are at work.  No lecture from a college professor can prepare you for the first time you watch a 
grown man defecate on the floor of his cell and then swaddle his feces like a tiny newborn baby.  Nobody, outside of 
these walls knows what it’s like to watch that grown man carry those feces around his cell for an entire shift while he 
sings the exact same lullaby that you sing to your children before you tuck them into bed.  We shouldn’t shun our 
peers or show disdain to them because they are not okay with things that are not okay. 
 
No, I’m not asking for you to coddle or cosset your fellow Officers.  I’m asking you to look back on the first time that 
you were threatened.  Think back to the first time that you responded to an attempted or a completed suicide, and 
how you felt in the days succeeding that incident.  I’m asking you to remember the sleepless nights and the adrena-
line dump and the excessive indifference of your peers around you.   
 

I’m asking you to share your experiences and your “war stories” with other Officers.  We always talk about the Train-
ing Academy and how you can’t learn to do the job in a classroom, right?  Well, talking to each other is a fantastic way 
to learn the job.  So, let’s discuss with them the possible things that they may encounter during their career.  Let’s 
share healthy survival techniques with them, so that they can employ them should the occasion occur.  And let’s be 
accessible to them.  A lot more accessible than people were to us when we were struggling.  
 
Corporal William Young is a 13-year veteran of the Douglas County Department of Corrections in Omaha, Nebraska. Battling Cor-
rections Fatigue himself, Officer Young is determined to assist his fellow brothers and sisters by helping them identify, manage, 
and reverse the damaging side effects and symptoms of working in such an environment. 
 
 

“More on Staying Well: More Strategies for Corrections Staff” 

“This book is an important read for current and prospective correctional professionals. The chapters give the reader an inside look 
at the daily challenges of corrections work, and Dr. Spinaris provides more amazing, daily strategies for ‘Staying Well’ physically, 
mentally, emotionally and spiritually. Stay Well for your agency, your partners, your family and yourself!”   
 ~ Brent Parker, Director of Training (retired), Colorado Department of Corrections  

“Those of us working in the criminal justice system carry a heavy burden of work stress that can cripple us if we don’t take it seri-
ously. The need to be ever-vigilant for physical and mental safety at work can spill over to home life. Dr. Spinaris provides a prac-
tical approach to balancing work and home life for correctional professionals. Take these action steps to maintain well-being 
across your career.”   
 ~ Lorry Schoenly, PhD, RN, CCHP-RN, Correctional Healthcare Risk Consultant 
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Desert Waters’ latest publication, “More on Staying Well: More Strategies for Correc-
tions Staff,” by Caterina Spinaris, is now available on desertwaters.com.  

This volume is the sequel to the book, “Staying Well: Strategies for Corrections Staff,” also 
by Caterina Spinaris.  

The aim of “More on Staying Well” is to present additional, more advanced and more de-
tailed information on  positive strategies that promote resilience and fulfillment, both for 
individuals and for the workforce culture.  

Book chapters include: Two Sheets of Music; Activating the Relaxation Response; Quali-
fying with Your Emotions; Staying SANE; Nothing to Yawn at; Flying Against Gravity; Post-
traumatic Growth; When Healthy Connection = Life; Exposing the Hook; The Value of Vali-
dation; The Dire Need for Empathy; More Precious than Gold; Promoting Psychological 
Safety; Weaving Positive Meaning; and Thriving in Corrections 

http://desertwaters.com/?page_id=9826


 
 
 
 
 
 

You walk into work today knowing THAT moment is going to happen. It WILL happen today.  
 
You can't articulate this to the Sergeant, to the Lieutenant, or even to the Captain in ten words or less. You would have 
to go into a lengthy explanation of the history of the events preceding THE MOMENT that YOU know is about to occur. 
There is nothing you as an officer can do to change the event about to happen—the event that will leave a permanent 
mark on your brain, on our body.  
 
With all your experience you know that today issues will be dealt with through attempts to bring them to resolution. 
You know you will be called—forced—to exercise all that you have been trained for. Your only goal is to bring the po-
tential events to a conclusion and an end before the loss of life. Yeah, it may be an inmate life, but it is nonetheless a 
life. Someone cares for and loves that life. 
 
You attempt to prepare yourself for the day. You make sure you have a full can of pepper spray, you have your gre-
nade, you have your baton. I hope today it does not happen. 
 
You hear the building alarm activate. F@#k, today it IS happening! I didn't want it to happen. Today I will be forced to 
give a piece of my humanity to ensure an end to the attempt to the taking of a life.  
 
I respond. I see so much violence. So much violence of criminals trying to take the life of other criminals for petty is-
sues. Blood, suffering, struggle to survive, and I am there and I am supposed to stop this carnage. Quick, where am I 
supposed to start to stop this? I yell an order to get down, knowing that it will be futile during this human struggle. 
 
I live a life of my kindness begets kindness. The criminals know a life where perceived disrespect or misdeed brings 
violence. When that misconception occurs, MY life changes forever. 
 
The criminal chooses to act out in violence. I am 
expected to react with violence. Do I spray? Do I 
use my baton? Inmates now feel that this is ex-
cessive force, and that will put my partners at risk 
for retaliation.  
 
Today is the day that changes my life forever.  
 
I will replay it in my mind forever.  
 
Now I wake up to nightmares in a cold sweat.  
I replay the events and question myself. Did I 
handle events right? Could I somehow have pre-
vented my partner from getting hurt and being 
forced into a medical retirement? What do I do 
to be me again? CAN I be me again? 

 
Ron Mason has worked as a corrections officer for 
over 20 years. 
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Temptations 
 

By The Old Screw 
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Reprinted from the May 2006 issue of the Correctional Oasis. 
 
I’ve been asked about the temptations staff face while working in a prison. There are so many, it’s scary.  
 
Boredom can become the entry point, just talking to someone to pass the time on a long night at work, night after 
night. You soon find out that you and the co-worker you’re talking to may be having the same problems at home. 
Husbands or wives just don’t understand what you are going through. As time goes on, talking on the job turns into 
coffee after work or before work. You start looking forward to getting to work and on and on, until something really 
bad happens. No, I didn’t go there, but I have had offers, and have seen so many others get involved. 
Here are some of the crazy things I’ve seen happen to staff.  
 
While at work, a staff member was called one night on the phone by a lady Officer he hardly knew who told him 
some things she liked to do that only her husband should have known about. 
 
Another Officer was called around three in the morning by a female Officer at another Prison, and asked if he would 
father her child. 
 
An Officer saw another Officer off duty at a gas station and said, “Want to go grab a beer?” When told no, that he 
was on his way to see his wife, the other Officer became very upset. 
 
Officers have left their families, giving up everything for a co-worker. The worst thing is that most of the time the 
new relationship does not work out. Everyone comes out the loser. 
 
Involvement of both male and female Staff with inmates of both sexes are another source of temptation. The Staff 
member is the only one to get hurt 99% of the time. What can the inmate lose? Some of them even brag about the 
number of staff they have taken down (got fired) while doing time. There have been inmates that have taken down 
more than one staff member. The civilian staff can get into just as much trouble.  
 
Inmates are very, very good at finding weaknesses in a person. They can tell if someone is lonely or sad and can be 
very comforting, very understanding. Always remember that some of the inmates are so slick, they should have run 
for office instead of a life of crime. 
 
Even after being warned in training and by co-workers, some staff still get caught up in this mess. I remember a new 
staff member who was having problems at home. An inmate picked up on it, and went to work on her. The result? In 
spite of warnings from her peers, she lost her job, and almost did time for bringing in contraband for this inmate. The 
inmate had called her at home (yes, she gave him her home phone number), and asked her to bring in specific items. 
What she didn’t know was that, at the time of the call, the inmate was sitting in the Investigator’s office. This incident 
gave the inmate bragging rights. It was a feather in his cap and status in the joint.  
 
If Staff never remembers anything else, they need to remember this: NO INMATE IS EVER SUPPOSED TO BE YOUR 
FRIEND. You are there to do your job, not to make friends. 
 
 



 

 

An inmate told his housing Sergeant one time that he needed to talk with the Warden about something serious. The 
inmate told the Warden that Officer so-and-so was carrying out contraband when he got off shift that day. (It turned 
out that the Officer was taking out a letter for an inmate.) When the Warden asked the inmate how he knew, the in-
mate replied, “I gave it to him!” The Officer was a very kind person. He lost his job. The inmate got bragging rights. 
 
Inmates will sometimes take years to try to set a staff member up. They have time. If you leave, they will start on 
someone else. For three years I had an inmate try to be very friendly with me, always wanting to help me. I had been 
in corrections for ten years by then. The only thing he accomplished was to get my curiosity going, as by then I didn’t 
trust any inmates who tried to befriend me. Finally one day, while talking to me in my office, he brought up the subject 
that he sure missed having some good iced tea, and how nice it would be if someone would bring him some. I had 
thought it was going to be something good, and had already told my friends in IIS (Internal Investigation Section) 
about the inmate trying some kind of game. I looked at him and told him, “It’ll taste even better if you stop playing 
games and get out of here.” The inmate never talked to me again, except when it was required. 
  
Staff have been offered all kinds of things to bring something in to the inmates. Guns, cars, boats, money, and even 
girlfriends. The list is endless. 
 
Bottom line: Watch out for boredom. And remember: As long as there are prisons, there will always be inmates trying 
to take advantage of the staff’s basic instinct to be nice to their fellow man. 
 
Take CARE, stay AWARE! 

The Old Screw 
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Comments about the CF2F Course  
 

By CF2F Instructor Candidates 

Printed with permission. Comments made at the conclusion of the 4-day CF2F Instructor Training. 
 

 In my 17 years in corrections never has something impacted me the way this training has. I feel cleansed from the madness 
corrections brings into our lives. From this day forward I will make changes within myself and make a difference in someone 
else’s life. Thank you! ~ J. V., CO  

 

 This is an excellent course that is long overdue ... the information provided will have a lifelong impact on those who have had 
the opportunity to take it and bring it back to our staff. The class is a true life saver and is a complete eye opener for all classi-
fications that work in the field of corrections. ~ E. B., Lt. 

 

 This training is incredibly valuable.  As an employee in corrections, it clearly identifies the struggles inherent to this culture 
and clearly provides skills to use to mitigate the negative effects.  As a spouse of a correctional officer, I also gained insight 
into some of the struggles I have seen and ways I can help to improve these.  ~ A. G., Psychologist  

 

 Wow!!  ... A much needed course … made me realize that I don’t have to wait to make changes.  Very beautifully composed 
material … Really appreciate your efforts, passion and dedication for caring for us. I am taking so much more from this class 
than I expected. … Can’t wait to practice and act on the changes I want to make in my life. ~ S.G., RN 

 
 

 It’s about time! Something for staff. I have been in the Department 22 years. This is the best pro staff course I have ever tak-
en...This class is very impactful and definitely an eye opener… This class needs to be taught at the Academy. ~ E. D., Lt.  

 

 I truly believe that if I would have had this course 10 years ago it would have saved my marriage, resulting in my children liv-
ing happier lives with less issues.  This training is amazing and will save lives, rekindle relationships and build families.  The 
course was very helpful and amazing.  I can’t wait to get back to the institution and possibly help save those marriages, fami-
lies and lives that are struggling.  Correctional fatigue is real and God bless you for taking the time to look out for the correc-
tional employees.  I consider you as family.  ~ T. G., Lt. 

http://desertwaters.com/?page_id=5996
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Help! I’m Not a Mental Health Nurse—Part 1 
 

By Lorry Schoenly, PhD, RN, CCHP-RN   

Reprinted with permission from https://correctionalnurse.net/help-im-not-a-mental-health-nurse-part-1-a-deputy-
calls-with-an-inmate-going-nuts/  
 
If you work in corrections, you need to understand the basics of mental health conditions and treatments. For one 
thing, so many of our patients have a mental disorder. Estimates are that nearly 25% of inmates have a serious men-
tal illness, while over half report at least one mental condition.  
 
Secondly, even if you are providing nursing care for a medical condition, a co-occurring mental health condition can 
affect the nurse-patient relationship. Mental illness adds complexity to any symptom interpretation and additional 
potential for medication interactions. Correctional nurses administering medication need to know the reason for the 
medications they are providing to their patients, along with the effect and side effect profiles of an array of psycho-
tropics.  
 
Finally, correctional nurses are regularly the only health care staff in the facility when a mental health crisis is identi-
fied by officers.  
 
Consider this jail scenario: 
 
A deputy calls to say he has an inmate who is “going nuts.” He wants someone to come up and “do something” about 
this. The inmate is a 23-year old white male who has had many prior short stays in the jail without incident. This is the 
first time he has been held over with a charge of reckless driving. Anna, the nurse staffing the jail for this evening 
shift, is unfamiliar with the patient and with the deputy. 
 
What is going on here? How should the nurse respond to this crisis? In a situation like this the first step is to gather 
information to rule out a treatable medical condition that might be causing this patient response. This nurse is pre-
paring to contact a provider but she needs to first have all the necessary information to share with the on-call nurse 
practitioner. She collects her emergency bag and takes a couple minutes to see if there is any medical record on the 
patient before heading to the housing unit. 
 
Medical Conditions that Cause a Psychiatric Response 
 

While gathering subjective and objective data for an assessment, it is a good idea to have in mind the medical condi-
tions that could be causing this response. There are several medical or organic causes of psychiatric symptoms – the 
two most notable are dementia and delirium tremens. This patient’s age and history do not support dementia, but 
delirium from alcohol withdrawal is a consideration. In fact, psychiatric psychosis and alcohol withdrawal delirium 
are easily and frequently confused.  

Here is a helpful guide taken from an Academy of Family Physicians article that differentiates the three conditions: 

Delirium 

 Rapid onset 

 Disorientation, visual hallucinations, agitation, impaired attention 

(Continued on page 11) 

https://correctionalnurse.net/help-im-not-a-mental-health-nurse-part-1-a-deputy-calls-with-an-inmate-going-nuts/
https://correctionalnurse.net/help-im-not-a-mental-health-nurse-part-1-a-deputy-calls-with-an-inmate-going-nuts/
http://ajp.psychiatryonline.org/doi/pdf/10.1176/appi.ajp.2008.08030416
http://www.psychiatrictimes.com/forensic-psychiatry/differential-diagnosis-psychotic-symptoms-medical-%E2%80%9Cmimics%E2%80%9D
http://www.aafp.org/afp/2003/0301/p1027.pdf
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Dementia 

 Chronic slow onset 

 Disorientation and agitation 
 
Psychosis 

 Usually a slow onset 

 Usually oriented, visual hallucinations rare, auditory hallucinations more common 
 
Another consideration when gathering assessment data is the physical condition of the patient. Patients in substance 
withdrawal to the point of delirium will be physically sick, while dementia or psychosis will not likely present that way. 
The nurse needs to have all this information available to make a good clinical judgment about actions to take. 
 
Safety Check – Always! 
 

No matter what psychiatric condition is being evaluated, patient and staff safety is always at the forefront. Anna needs 
to be continually evaluating this patient’s potential for harm to self or others during the assessment process. 
 
The SAFER Model for dealing with potentially violent patients should be part of interventions with a potentially violent 
patient: 
 

 S = Stabilize the situation by lowering stimuli, including voice. 

 A = Assess and acknowledge the crisis by validating the patient’s feelings, and not minimizing them. 

 F = Facilitate the identification and activation of resources (mental health staff, officers, chaplain). 

 E = Encourage the patient to use resources and take actions in his or her best interest. 

 R = Recovery and referral—leave the patient in care of a responsible professional. 
 
Anna was able to use a calming voice tone and actions to obtain needed assessment findings. This patient was indeed 
ill, having insomnia, nausea, and diarrhea. He began hallucinating only recently and the initial screening in the chart 
indicated no past history of mental or chronic illness. Anna continually reoriented the patient to reality. While awaiting 
a call back from the nurse practitioner, with the assistance of security staff, she was able to relocate him from the 
noisy housing unit to an infirmary bed for closer observation and decreased stimulation. 
 
A Medical Condition Rather than a Discipline Issue 
 

Thankfully, the deputy in this case sought a medical solution to 
this inmate outburst rather than a disciplinary one. This may be 
due to a collegial and collaborative relationship among staff and 
management in both custody and health care disciplines. It 
makes a difference.  
 
By contacting medical for help, the correct treatment was pro-
vided. This inmate was, indeed, withdrawing from alcohol and in 
delirium tremens. Through the deputy’s initiation of evaluation 
and the nurse’s astute assessment, the patient was started on a 
benzodiazepine; first with a high dose to get the blood level up, 
and then tapered to response.  
 
He successfully recovered from the delirium during a short hospital stay. He was referred to substance dependency 
community services upon release from the jail. 

2014 © Audrey Boag 

http://www.jailmedicine.com/is-this-patient-psychotic-or-delirious/
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Desert Waters’ mission!  
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Audrey Boag, Bob Bowen, Nicole Brocato, T.C. & Joellen Brown, 
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To promote the occupational, personal and 

family well-being of the corrections work-

force through the provision of evidence-

informed resources, solution, and support.  

 
DWCO Disclaimer 

 

    The views and opinions expressed in the Correctional  
Oasis are those of the authors and do not necessarily   
reflect or represent the views and opinions held by 
DWCO Board members, staff, and/or volunteers. 
    
    DWCO is not responsible for accuracy of statements 
made by authors.  If you have a complaint about some-
thing you have read in the Correctional Oasis, please   
contact us. 

Many Thanks! 

 

 

Quote of the Month 
 

”We can complain because 
rose bushes have thorns,  
or rejoice because thorn 
bushes have roses.”  
 

 ~ Abraham Lincoln 

IN MEMORIAM 
 

CO Tawanna Marin  

EOW 18 June 2018 

Florida Dept. of Corrections  
 

CO Jason Gagnon  

EOW 22 June 2018 

North Carolina Dept. of Public Safety 

http://desertwaters.com/?page_id=2237
http://desertwaters.com/?page_id=3674

